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Call for Applications

Dear Writers,

We are seeking dedicated writers who are ready to commit to submitting one article a week, focusing
on topics that align with the UN SDGs, Contemporary Issues and Environmental Law. Your work will
play a crucial role in raising awareness, promoting responsible corporate practices, and driving change
in the legal and corporate sectors.

Key Requirements:
- Passionate about the UN Sustainable Development Goals and Environmental Law.
- Strong research and writing skills.
- Commitment to submitting one article per week.
- Ability to explore and analyze complex legal and environmental topics.
- Creativity in presenting information and solutions.

Application Process:
1. Please submit a brief cover letter along with your CV.
2. Provide a writing sample or link to a published article (if available) that demonstrates your ability to
explore legal and environmental topics.
3. Include a proposed article idea that you would like to contribute to our 'Environmentally
Conscious' Section.
4. Send your application to prernadeep@outlook.com by 11.59 pm 25th September 2023 (Indian
Standard Time).

We are excited to welcome dedicated writers who share our commitment to environmental
sustainability and legal excellence. Let's work together to shape a more environmentally conscious
world.

Sincerely,

Prerna Deep
Editor-in-Chief (Environmentally Conscious)
The Corporate Law Journal



About Environmentally Conscious Section

Environmental challenge is something we need to address in order to safeguard this world for
generations to come. As a leading global journal, we believe that by introducing and sharing new ideas
on innovation and sustainability we can make a meaningful contribution towards achieving greater
eco-consciousness. By making eco-friendly alternatives available, we aim to support our readers around
the world in their e�ort to drive environmental change.

We believe sustainability is not a trend but a must! You can learn more about the section here:
Environmentally Conscious

About Corporate Law Journal

The Corporate Law Journal is disrupting the news industry in over 100 countries to provide concise,
innovative and easily accessible commercial awareness in �elds that have long been marred with red
tape. Now a Reuters partner, The Corporate Law Journal is an international news organisation that
speci�cally looks at the political, technological, �nancial and environmental regulatory shifts in the
changing world of business - with exclusives from leading professionals.

You can learn more about CLJ here: The Corporate Law Journal

Social Media

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/the-corporate-law-journal/
Instagram: @thecorporatelawjournal
Twitter:@CLJournal
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